" Don 't ever dare to take your
colle ge as a matter of course—
because , like democracy and
freedom , many people you 'l l
never know anything about
have broken their hearts to
jet It for you. "
Alice. Duer Miller

WELCOME
ALUMNI

Bknchard M arry Events Scheduled
'Stalag 17' First P & W Russell
Presides at Alumni
Play Opens On. Thurs* Dinner In R. U. AtAnnual Homecoming
A dinner for returning .alumni will
be held in Roberts Union at six this
evening. Bill Millett, alumni secretary, considers this Homecoming to
be "the largest gathering of alumni
for many years due to the fine record
of ' the football team. " The Colby
alumni will be arriving from all
parts of the country to attend the
dinner and to witness the game
against Bowdoin.

Part of the cast of "Stalag 17" during rehearsal: left to ri g ht , Fritz
Knig ht , Hugh Nazor, Matty Gache, Gary Hagerman , J im Mcintosh,
and Ed Cragirz,

The chairman of the alumni council , L. "Russell Blanchard, class of
1938, will preside at the dinner.
Coach Bob Clifford will speak to
the group for the footb all team. Cocaptains Tom Connors and Bob
Auriemma will also speak for the
players , after which Lee Williams ,
director of intercollegiate athletics ,
will introduce the Colby "C" Club.
The club's award for the "Man of
the Year" will then be presented.
Last year's recipient of the award
was Luty Levine, class , of .1921.
Closing the program will be President Bixler, who will give a talk
about Colby 's recent progress and
future plans.

Members oj the Homecoming Committee tire: standing, left to rig ht ,
Don Williamson, Sue Fetherston , Maggie Wetzel, J udy Colbath , Ann
Monro , and Bill Droll. Seated are Bernie Scherb an , chairman Pete
Hennessey, Carolyn Webster, and M r . Garab.

Colby's 1958 Homecoming Weekend will get under way tonight
Next week will be opening night for "Stalag 17." The first prowith a jazz concert in the Women's Union.. Featured in this concert
duction by Powder and Wig is scheduled for October 30 and 31,
will be two jazz groups, Anita O'Day and Johnny Vine with his DixieThursday and Friday nights, in the Women's Union. "Stalag 17 ,"
land All-Stars. JinrMacIntosh will be the master of ceremonies. Miss
with a cast of 21 men, was chosen by the director , Dr. Irving Suss, to
O'Day will open the concert accompanied by a three-piece combinacoax men onto the stage. Explained Dr. Suss, " 'Stalag 17,' an excittion composed of drums, bass, and p iano. She will sing several of her
ing; melodrama, with a heavy wash of humor, has characters which in
most weil-known numbers , made
a large sense are familiar. I hope
there will be a short intermission,
of dramatic entertainment.
famous while singing with Gene
that this play with its all male cast
The entire football squad will be Krupa and later with Stan Kenton. during which time the chairs will be
In the order of their appearances ,
will stimulate greater interest in
cleared from the gym in preparation
the
cast of "Stalag 17" is: S. 8.- presented and will serve as hosts to Included will be such numbers as for an informal dance which will last
dramatic production for the men on
Guard , Frank Gerrish ; Stosh Urban- the members of the 1908 and 1933 "Let Me Off Uptown," "You're the from 10 :15 to 1:00 a.m.
campus ."
Tops," and "Time After Time,"
For the production of ' 'Stalag 17," eck , Fritz Knight ; Harry Shapiro, football teamss — Colby's squads of
Al Corey and his 12-piece orchestra
sung in Miss O'Day's personalized ,
both active Powder and "Wig mem- Matty Gache ; Price , Hugh Nazor ; 50 and 25 years ago.
will- play for this dance , which will be
inventive style.
bers and non-members have joined Serb Gordon , Ed Cragin; Hoffy,
interrupted only for the crowning of
Johnny Vine and liis Dixieland the Homecoming Queen by President
forces. Out of -the cast of 21, seven Gary Hagerman. ; Sefton, Jerry
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will play together. ^Following this sored by Delta Upsilon fraternity.
small space it afford s is appropriate
An annual race , last year's marafor the production of the play in
thon was won by Alpha Tau Omega.
the round.
Seven men from each fraternity
Says Brad Sherman, production
make up the teams, and each conmanager for Powder and Wig. "Tho
testant has to bicycle one lap around
varied repertoire so hoped for by the
Johnson Pond. Balloon bicycles are
society will be carried out this
used in this relay type race. The
year.
The succeeding plays have
This year the Homecoming queen will not be chosen by a vote from the men students as in previous st ar t and fini s h line is b ehind th e
been purposely drawn from all areas
years. Instead the queen candidates will be entertained at a banquet at the Hotel Elmwood at which Delta Upsilon fraternity house.
time the queen will be selected by six judges, none of whom have any affiliation with the college. The Th e sta r ting gun will b e fired by
Mayor Bernier of Waterville, Colby
queen will be crowned by President Bixler at the Homecoming dance at 11:30 p.m.
'50. Two girls from each sorority
Margo Ettinger, who comes from Manhasset, N. Y.3 spent the past year studying in Switzerland and will act as judges and immediately
likes all sports, but is especially interested in skiing. Margo also likes to play the piano. She plans to following the race the Homecoming
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Homecoming Queen to he Crowned
At Dance & Commence Her Reign

Vote of Students
Necessary to Pass

Four Amend ments

Stpe Ofolbg Bdf n

Letter to Editor
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Founded 1877. Published weekly by the students of Colby College ; printed by the Eagle past two week s, I would like to exPublishing Co., Inc., Gardiner, Maine. Charter members of the New England Intercollegiate p ress my ideas on the drinking quesNewspaper Association. Represented by National Advertising Service, lac. Subscription rates:
tion. I .would agree that the present
Students, $3.00; Faculty free ; atl others $3.50. Newstands price: ten cents per copy.
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Waterville, Maine. Acceptance for mail- situation is hypocritical and hence
ing at special rate of postage provided for in section 1103, Act of October 3, 19 37 , author- "deplorable. " However, a modifiized December 24, 1918.
cation of the existing rules involves
All opinions in this newspaper hot otherwise identified are those of the COLBY" ECHO.
greater hypocrisy and lack of prinMention the ECHO when you buy.
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The. four proposed amendments to the Student Government constitu tion may be found one page one of this issue. According to the
amendment procedure as set forth in the constitution, these amendments have received the necessary two-thirds vote of Student Government and have been published at least twice in the Echo. They now
mu s t be approved by the student bod y in an election before becoming
constitutional amendments. A simple majority is necessary.
A simple majority is simply a majority of those voting. A large
turnout will indicate the support or disapproval of the students. On
the other hand, if f ew should vote the final decision may be made by
a concerned minority. We anticipate that the majority is concern ed
and that their opinion will prevail. This can be insured if each of us
find s time to vote on Tuesday or Wednesday.

"'

One of the happier aspects of the recen t controversy concerning

approached. The faculty and administration have willingly cooper at ed in di scussing an issue which, with all its complication s and
complexit ies, appears to offer no clear cut solution. The students,
whatever their argument may be, have proved themselves to be
mature and responsible young men and women. Many feel veiy
strongly one way or another, yet the question has been dealt with in
a ' most rational an d in te lligent fashion. Controversy h andl ed in t his
manner is health y in our atmosphere.
Eveiy year for many years the problem of the possession and use
of alcoholic beverages at Colby has been subject to the discussion of
students, faculty, and administration. In recent weeks, the opinions
as t o the most workable policy have been intensified due to the administration 's pr op osal to modif y the present rule or to legalize drinking' in the men's dorm's and in the fraternity houses. The present
sit uation and possible changes or modifications therefore have received
much publicity and notoriety. At this point the drinking issue is of
concern n ot only to interested parti es on campus, but also to parents,
alumni , and the public at large.
While some are satisfied .with the precedent of the past, others deplore it. There appears to be much disagreement among and within
all segments of the college community — students, faculty, and administration. There seem to be two alternatives. 1) Drinking shall be
allowed in the men 's dorms and fraternity houses and the violation
of this modified rule shall be strictly enforced. 2) The present rule
shall stand and an agreement reached as to its enforcement. Most
will agree, however, that we cannot turn back. We must face the
issue squarel y. The problem at Colby is one that has confronted students in the past, and will , in all probability continue as the principles upon which such a policy are based graduall y change. Perhaps
there is no positive solution in that it can bring complete agreement ,
but we may be sure that a goal of moderation and a workable policy
can be achieved. Ultimately, these will advance the ethical standards
of the college.
Th c Echo was arid still does support the administration 's proposal
to legalize drinking, ( This is the opinion of the newspaper staff and
does not necessaril y deflect that of the student body. ) By modif y ing
the present policy, we see that the rule and its enforcement, two distinct problems in the past, will be assimilated. By allowing drinking
in the specified p laces , there will be as much moderation as there is
now. A workable policy will prevail in that the regulation regarding
enforcement must bc made clear to all, We do not necessarily approve of drinking, nor think a modification would compel students
to do so, Wc simply adv ocate a solution that will allow the individual
the freedom to choose. Wc must base our feelings on the facts of
experience.
Continued on Page Ten
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by Leslie Colitt
¦
=
"A. B.
'Academic Bureaucracy' " is the title of an article by John
ciple.
Q. Academesis (pseudonym) that appeared' in the "New York Times
The "Echo " editorial of October 3
clearly implies that the administra- Magazine" of October the twelfth. Mr. Academisis cites the phenotion is willing to consider condoning menal growth in number of administrative personnel in the typical
a practice of which it actually dis- American college. .". • ..- various American universities are now showapproves. This, too is hypocrisy. ing two administrators, three secretaries , one receptionist and one
Will the administration, by th e sam e
teacher can do the work the last-named used to do all by himself."
log ic, consider condoning cheating
Although we at Colby like to think of ourselves as a community of
and the flaunting of other rules on
scholars
, it should be pointed out that our non-teaching administrathe basis of precedent ? How can a
school expect to maintain the re- tors top, form their own community within a community.
spect of anyone , drinker, or nonJust how large is this administrative bureaucracy at Colby ? W ell,
drinker, by admitting its unwillingmy own estimate places the number at about fifty-four persons. We
ness to support the position which it
have, for example, not only an Assistant to the President for Developeviden tly feels is right?
ment
, but also a Director of Development, an Office Supervisor, DeWhile the "pri vat e sanctu ary of
the home" clause has provided an velopment Office , a Clerical Assistant in Development Office., and
ex cuse for m in ors drin ki ng on other finally, a Secretary in the Development Office. That's quite a developcampuses , tho private nature of a
ment.
dorm or fraternity ' house seems
Among coll eges and univ er sit ies, as in the business world, it is conquestionable. Would not a change
of the present rule encourage the ob- sidered an essential task to publicize the name and activities of the
taining of li qu or by minors ? Would mother corporation. We . are no exception. The Director of Public
not the whole attitude become one of Relations and the Assistant to the Director of Public Relations are
anti-legalism ?
without doubt capable and hard-working people, as are the Directors'
Upon graduation we are expected
to take our places as mature indi- and Assistants to the Assistants previously mentioned. But , the quesviduals in society. Statistically, al- tion arises, how essential are the tasks that they perform? Apparently,
coholism is tbe number one medical Colby College, in its drive to assume a . place among the top-ranking
problem in oar culture. It seems to liberal arts colleges, considers these tasks to be very essential. Yet are
me that the institutions of high er not these very methods to attain this goal self-defeating ones? No
education ought to take a stand in
¦
relation to this problem. Were college of the first rank has ever attained its position by; mere slick
teaching people to "drink maturely" publicity or, for that matter, -the' construction of an ideal physical
th e answer, perhaps we could justify plant. Stately buildings do not rest well on a sand y f ound ation of
controlled drinking at Colby. How- scholarship.
ev er, I question whether a modification of th.e present rule would
actually result in the mature handling of drinking.
Carolyn Cummings
by Arthur Goldschmidt
Last week, while rushing through Miller Library to the Spa, we
I write this letter to you , freshmen and upperclassmen , from my noticed an unusually large cluster of students grouped about the
own experiences -with the -sorority bull etin board; Th e " object of their rapt attention was not the softquestion. It is my hope that this
letter will help you view your ques- sell advertisement for a 1933 Rockne, nor was it one of those recurrent
tions in : the right perspective as well pleas for rides to Boston. There in the glass case was taped a small
as with honesty and truthfulness to typewritten sheet, out lin ed , in red crayon. The message had neither
yourself.
author not title. "I' m tired . . ." it began. Our curiosity piqued,
In approaching the sorority ques- we read on.
tion X think you should first objecThe author, we soon discovered , was t ired of people in tweed coats
tively consider the following five
questions. YTou need to be ab le to with cr ew cu t s and Pi scasso bu tt ons, of people who play t he dating
accept them if you anticipate soror- game like touts at a racetrack, of bri ght repartee carefull y labeled inity membership.
t elligence — in short , of num erou s manifest at ion of intellect ual and
1. Have you realized the approxi- social hyprocrisy. It seemed that the anonymous poet , presumably a
mate expense ? (This can be found Colby studen t , was tired of a rather wide assortment of human foibles
,
in the Wom en's Handbook. )
faul
t
s
and
frailties
exhibited
b
his
fel
lows.
Few
of
us
sinners
could
y
2. Do you understand the national
escape the stinging wrat h of Colby 's angry young poet. Our most
affiliation that each sorority has ?
3. Do you. realize that member- gifted and able students must surely tire this 'discriminating young
ship is life long and not for only man. In fact, we wondered if any on e capable of writing the poem
your college years P
could have escaped its condemnation somewhere. Perhaps, as some
4. Are you aware that Written or
implied racial and/or religious di sguist ed young wag printed after the final "I'm tired." "I'll say you
clauses may bo part of the national are. You're dead!" Frankly, th ough, we think the writer was very
constitutions;?
much alive to be aware of so many sins and sicknesses of contempor5. Have you considered that soror- ary culture. It is a real shame that no one writes anything like this
ity, as any other organization^ is f or the Echo.
very time consuming P Only through
It would be interesting to take a poll of the reactions of the
active participation and giving of
yourself cam you really experience readers to the poem. Most of the students-we met liked the style but
the deeper meaning and the sense of had some misgivings about the content. Perhaps the author will somebelonging, loyalty, and . friendship day post a sequel , to be entitled, "Every bod y is Tired of Me." We
that either oxists or is "potential" all fall far short of perfection. We try to make our incoherent and
in a sorority.
Having taken an objective view- illogical patter look like profund intelligence. Professors and parents
point I now ask you to carefully are alarmed at our intellectual apathy. Many high school papers arc
and honestly examine your motives. more interesting than the Echo. Our literary magazine fails every
If your motive is to gain prestige, year because of readers' indifference. In short , we all seem, to be a
if your motive stoma from a fooling pretty sorry bunch.
/
of social pressure , if your motive is
Somehow, though, we manage to carry on. Every now and then a
a pin and llazor , I advise you to
few
of us get pretty tired of our fellow men. Curiously enough , the
closely ova-luato your sonso of
values. In my opinion , your moti- faults we most frequentl y find in others are reflections of our own
vation shou ld arise from a sincere shortcomings. Most of the time, however, yve carry on in blissful
boliof and knowledge of the ideals ignorance . . Perhaps this is just as well. Life would be pretty
unbearand purposes of the sorority itself.
I have loft for your last consider- able if we had to be forever aware of our glaring faults, It would bc
ation what T fool is tho most import- impossible if we kept looking at those of our associates as well.
ant question to ask yourself : "Do I
Aside from the fact that the writer lias tried to place himself upon
deeply and sincerely want to bo part
of tho bond of friendship and loyalty a pedestal above nearly everyone else (a very poor way to insp ire any
thai, should permeate oabh of tho kind of reform), the poem failed to suggest
a way out of this sorry
four sororities P'** If you cannot answer "yes" to this question , I urge mess. Perhaps everyone should go • out and slit his throat. Since our
you, for tho bonpfit of the sorority modern intclli gcnsia have annihilated humanism and Christianity, We
¦
and you rself , to forgot completely
must find a new philosophy p enable us to keep going,
any interest- you have. If , however,
Continued on Page Ten
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Colby 's drinking policy* has been the manner in which it has been
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Tiresome

Hamlin Speech Contest Bixler ; to Deliver 4 Gradua te School Exams
Several Speeches Will Be Offered Her e
Won By W m: Alexander
In additi on to President Bixler 's
usual speaking schedule for various
college functions , five outside speaking engagements are planned for
him. He is also expected to attend
two presidential inaugurations.
On October 7, President Bixler
spoke at the Annual Convention of
Congregational Ministers of Massachusetts at Framington, Mass. On
October 11, he spoke at the New
England Association for Teachers of
English at Portsmouth, N. H.
The inauguration address f o r
President Lloyd H. Elliot of the
University of Maine will be given by
President Bixler on October 24 at
10:00 a.m. On. November 9, the
president will give a chapel service
at Phillips Exeter Academy in the
morning and a vesper service at Governor Dummer Academy in the evening. The final engagement before
Christmas recess will be a Phi Beta
Kappa lecture at the University of
Vermont on December 8.
Dr. Bixler plans to attend the inauguration of the Rev. Dr. James
N. Gettemy as president of Hartford Seminary on October 29 and the
inauguration of President Glenn A.
Olds of Springfiel d College on October 30.

Sfrider's Topic Is
Discussed by Club

The winners of the annual Hamlin Prize for speaking are : left to
rig ht, William Alexander, who won first prize , Gail Smith, second ,
and Patricia J ack, third. The contest , open only to freshmen , was
held on October 16 in the chapel. This is the eighty-third year in
which the contest has been held, lt was established by Hannibal Hamlin, Vice-President under Abraham Lincoln and a- trustee of the college. The winning topic was on teenage rs helping out , Miss Smith
discusse d archaeology, and Miss J ack spoke on laughter and amusement. The prizes awarded in this, the oldest contest of its kind at
Colby, were $15, $10, and $5.
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Beginning on October 2, the Canterbury Club will begin a six-week
discussion of "Ethics : An Inadequate Basis Alone for Christian Belief." This topic is presented in a
paper by Dean Strider. The principal subtopics in the paper which will
be discussed are the doctrine of the
Incarnation , the doctrine of the
Atonement, and that of the Trinity.
These stem from the question of
c h u r c h attendance when the
churches are populated mostly by
hypocrites and conformists.
The discussion sessions -will be held
every Monday night in the chapel
lounge from 8 to 9. Anyone interested is invited to attend.
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Four graduate school examina- of materials basic to success in the
tions will be given at Colby this field of his intended graduate major.
year : the Medical College Admis- Students are not expected to be
*>
sion Test will be given on October familiar with th< entire subject
28, the Graduate Record Examina- matter of any test , but the scope of
tion will be offered on January 17, the test permits an adequate exthe Law School test on February pression of their knowledge and
21, and the Business School test on abi lities. A general review of colApril 11. These are all run by the lege courses may lielp in this case,
Educational Testing Service under but it is emphasized by the ETS that
the direction of graduate schools attempts to cram are futile.
The Medical College Admission
across the country .
Test
is recommended for applicants
These tests are designed to give
seeking
admission to member colthe various graduate schools inforleges
of
the
Association of American
mation concerning tlie student's eduMedical
Colleges.
It consists of tests
cational background and general
of
general
scholastic
ability, the
scholastic ability in comparison with
of modern
candidate's
understanding
the ability and knowledge of other
society,
and
an
achievement
test in
graduate school candidates. Stuscience.
The
scores
of
these
tests
dents ' interested in attending graduare
used
by
the
medical
schools
to
ate, law, business , cr medical schools
supplement
other
data
for
determinshould first find out from the schools
of their choice whether these tests ing admission , such as college
are required for admission. Some records , honors or awards, recomschools will require that the tests mendations, interest in medicine ,
be taken on a certain date ; most of emotional maturity, and personality.
The Law School Admission Test is
the tests are held several times durconstructed
so as to give no advaning the school year.
tage
to
candidates
with particular
All candidates are required to file
subject
backgrounds.
The courses
a formal application with the Eduproviding
the
best
preparati
on for
cational Testing SeTvice and to pay
this
test
are
those
which
are
rean examination fee. These must
quired
for
law
school.
There
is
no
reach the office at 20 Nassau Street,
specific
preparation
which
can
be
Princeton , N. J., not later than 15
done
before
the
Th
e
ETS
test.
days before the date of the test. A
report of the scores ' will be sent, to emphasizes that all graduate school
the candidate and three schools of tests should be ta"ken in stride. As
his choice ; for an additional fee with medical schools , law schools do
scores will be sent to other schools not admit students solely on the results of this test , but also take into
also.
consideration
o t h e r information
The Graduate Record Examination
available
on
the
applicant.
consists of two parts : a morning
The
Admission
Test for Graduate
aptitude test and an afternoon adStudy
in
Business
is used by schools
vanced test which is offered in most
to
supplement
other
criteria for deof the sciences, social sciences ,' and
terming
admission.
An
individual 's
some modern languages. Both tests
score
provides
one
measure of his
may be taken on the same day or on
aptitude for graduate study in busidifferent dates.
The aptitude test provides a mea- ness and allows comparison on a
sure of general scholastic ability at single standard of students from
the graduate level , giving scores on different schools and localities and
both verbal and quantitative ability. with differing opportunities to preNo special' preparation is necessary. sent other qualifications for admisThe advanced tests are designed to sion. Normal undergraduate trainmeasure the student' s comprehension
Continued on Page Ten
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Vespers,One Noon
Service Sponsored
Progress is being made rapidly on the new classroom building. By IFA Grou p

Science Dept. Includes
2 Visiting Professors

Social Science Building
Is Nearing Comp letion

A Colby "tradition.*" of the past
ten years has recently been modified
by the Inter-Faith Association. This
year the daily chapel services have
been replaced by a vesper service
and a noon chapel.
For the past few years, the InterFaith Association has sponsored
chapel services Tuesday through
Friday of each school week. Each
religious group which is a member
of IFA was responsible for certain
Now listen here, youse ' studyus weeks of chapel. Even at this time,
guys ! I realize you don 't want us Newman Clubx could not participate,
around but do you have to be quite and some other groups did so reso barbaric about it? I don 't en- luctantly.
joy being shot at when my wings
However, student groups liave not
aren 't clipped , but when they are always been in charge of daily
as Daisy said, "Do we have to sit ?" chapel. Previously, the chaplain
Guess I sat one shot too long — I was' in charge of lining up speakers
get the idea , boys, I get the idea, and providing services , so . the trabut why can 't you study in the dition of having students in charge
library ? I realize nobody does but was not a very old one.
why not be original for once? .
During the past year, especially,
The trek across campus proved IFA has met with' constant comone more thing to me; the boys plaining about the system . First ,
shoot at us over here, the girls . have attendance - was poor ; secondly,
the strangest room decorations, and speakers were either hard to find or
Bill Bryan can't be located to solve not looked for very diligently ; third,
the problem. Flown the coop . . . speakers were often, pushed into the
or did he just go over the hill the job who had little desire fco speak ,
way I did ? I made it as far as your were not listened to, and were often
new building without being particu- not supported even by the - religious
larly noticed . . . but duck brown group enlisting t h e i r services.
is a lot less noticable than ROTO Groups complained about having to
blue. The building -would make a participate in some cases , about the
lovely rest home for old birds like poor support they received , and conme. Des'pite my wound , I waddled sequently about the difficulty in
along on the drive 'and bank be- finding speakers. Often , the obtainhind Mary Low quite happily and ing of speakers was left -until the
peacefully. The quiet was not to last minute, causing confusion and
last however, as People soon ap- making publicity hard to arrange.
It is little wonder, then , th at IFA
peared. I had hopes that if I left
felt
that a more effective system was
Eleven
Page
Continued
on
.
needed. In soliciting the opinion of
individuals and the religious groups
concerned , several constructive ideas
were gathered.
Among these ideas were requests
for more well-chosen speakers , more
wide-spread publicizing of speakers
to the student body, a vesper service, a change from what many felt
was a worn-out pattern of service,
and a more efficient supervision by
IFA of the general set-up.
To meet these requests, IFA set
up a committee to oversee the whole
operation , taking "tho respon sibility
out of the hands of the groups who
Continued on Page Eleven

When the four columns were put into place last week the outside of
the building was nearly, completed except for some finishing touches.
Inside the workmen are plastering, the third and fourth floors and
completing the wiring system. Included in the wiring is a pipe which
will have television wires for broadcasts directly from different
classrooms. ' The television equipment will not be installed until a
later date , however.
In addition to the large lecture
hall on the first floor , there are
several other smaller rooms with elevated seating arrangements besides
many spacious classrooms.
One
room will be devoted solely to phychology with special equipment .for
student instruction. The second floor
houses the faculty lounge which
overlooks the pillared terrace , faculty offices and seminar rooms.
Directly off the lounge is a kitchenette for 'faculty use. There are more
offices on the third floor and more
classrooms. Also on this floor is a
special office where there will be a
secretary and office machines to
handle the secretarial work of faculty members. Sound-proofed listening rooms for language labs have
been installed on the fourth, floor
plus four large classrooms.
One significant feature of the new
building is the bri ghtness of the
rooms made possible by the numerous windows. The heating system
for circulating hot air is an unusual
one for this part of the country. It
provides heat while at the same time
circulates the air. Every room has
plastered walls, asphalt tile floors
and acoustical ceilings. Every inch
of space has been utilized and the
whole layout of the building is very
compact and functional.
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Miss Debbie Duck
Speaks Her Mind
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Two new mernbers of the faculty in the mathematics and science
departments are temporarily replacing- members of Colby's faculty
staff who are on exchange programs this year.
William Roberts, visiting professor in mathematics;, is replacing
Mrs. Zukowski for a year.while she accompanies her husband, who is
on a government exchange program in Baghdad. Mr. Roberts £s

teaching freshman math courses and
one section of calculus, although his
main field is in philosophy and psychology.
His parents were missionaries to
the Kachins of upper Burma and he
was born in Rangoon. In 1910 he
graduated from the University of
Rochester. He taught at the Baptist College in" Rangoon from 19121914 and at Trinity College • in
Kandy, Ceylon , from 1914-1915. In
1916 he received his Master's degree
in education , philosophy, and psychology from Teachers College at
Columbia Universitv.
He was married in Moulmem,
Burma , in 1922. On their way baek
to the United States in 1922 he and
Mrs. Roberts detoured through
Palestine and got a glimpse of Constantinople. They reached Smyrna
five weeks after it was burned by the
Turks and their Italian ship touched
at Brindisi , Italy, right after Mussolini's march on Home. It is astonishing to both Mr." and Mrs.
Roberts1 to think of having seen in
their lifetime the breakup and downfall of Britain 's Empire to a secondrate power, the breakup of the Tsarist Empire , and the rise of the
United States.
Back in the United States , he was
professor of philosophy at the University of Redlands m California
until 1936. He received his Ph.D.
in psychology from Northwestern in
1931, and his next teaching connections -were at the University of
Wisconsin , followedLhy.,Morningside
College in Sioux City, Iowa. He also
taught the beginnings of navigation
in the Navy V-5 program at Ohio
Wesleyan University in Delaware.
For the past four years Mr. Roberts
has been connected with psychology
and humanities at Philander Smith
College in Little Hock , Arkansas .
This is a co-ed Negro school where
the board of trustees and the 'faculty are b oth white and colored.
Nearly all the students are Negro,
but there is an occasional white stu-
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dent. He was interested in Negro
education and. wanted the experience
of teaching ra a Negro college. For
the first two years he was coordinator of general . education. He was
then connected with the Arkansas
Experiment in • Teacher , Education
conducted by the Ford Foundation.
He found thi s work intensely interesting and expects to return to
Little Rock next year.
Mr. Roberts is fond of chess. He
has two books to his credit. "The
Problem of Choice," an introduction
to ethics , was published by Ginn an.d
Company in 1941. "Psychology You
Can Use" was published by Hkrcourt Brace in 1943 and translated
into German in 1951. This book was
written on the junior high school
level and is the simplest treatment
of conventional psychology on the
market. He is still trying to find
time to write and hopes to make
progress on a small book which will
be entitled "Hidden Hungers of
Mind and Heart ." In this book Mr.
Roberts expresses the belief that
there are certain ideas and certain
emotional experiences which human
beings need as truly as we need
vitamins and minerals in our diet ,
even though we may be ignorant of
our need , or disbelieve it. He has
also had several articles published in
philosophical and psychological journals.
He thinks that Colby's equipment
and buildings are extraordinary for
a small college. He is quite delighted with his work at Colby and
the kindnesses shown to him and
Mrs. Roberts.
Recently appointed to the biology
department for one year is Storer
Parsons from the University of
Nebraska. He is replacing Dr. Allan
Scott who. is on a sabbatical in
Scotland and Italy. Mr. Storer is
teaching comparative antomy and
three sections of labs. Genetics will
follow next semester.
He is a native of Maine and received his master 's degree from the
University of Maine. He then went
to the University of.Nebraska because he wanted to work under the
man who was chairman of a depaxtContinued on Page Eleven
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World Press Report
by Leslie Colitt
Algerian Government In Exile
Berfingske Tidende (Conservative ,
Copenhagen, Denmark). "The leader
of the Algerian government-in-exile,
Perhat Abbas , has made a proposal
to begin negotiations with the
French government. This may be a
turning point in French-Algerian relations, but realistic views are essential on both sides. . Premier deGaulle, in reply to Abbas , said that
he was willing to discuss economic
reforms in Algeria , and the political
future of that Department."
^information <Liberal, Copenhagen ,
Denmark). "Ferhat Abbas is now
ready to make concessions to the
French because of the political defeat the rebels have suffered in the
recent referendum. In addition , the
rebels are hard pressed for finances.
To top it all • their relations ¦with
Tunisia are at an all time low , now
that the latter nation has broken
off diplomatic relations with the
United Arab Eepublic (the governmemt-in-exile now sits in Cairo) .
Conference of GATT In Paris
D a i l y Telegraph (Conservative,
London , England). "The conference
of the General Agreement on Trade
and Tariffs (GATT), has just concluded its Paris meeting. It deplores the situation in which the
movement in manufactured goods ,
but not the movement in agricultural
'^
f , ^m -^^

¦^¦^¦^¦^¦^¦^^ ¦^¦^' ¦^¦^^^ -_¦
-—¦^^ ¦^¦^

products and raw materials, las
been liberalized. It is generally
recognized that the United States,
as the leading creditor nation , bears
the heaviest responsibility for this
situation. But, she is not the only
one. Germany too , 'must receive
some of the blame. The recent decline in world market prices for Taw
materials , is yet another example of
the folly of t lx'i s protectionist
policy. "

Denmark In The
European Common Market?

Social Demokraten (Social Democratic , Copenhagen, D e n m a r k ) .
"Great pressure is being placed on
the Danish government to refuse
I. J. Farben Corporation to establish a Danish subsidiary. This is
the handwriting on the wall. If
Denmark has any hopes of eventually joining the European Common
Market , it cannot at this time begin
to turn towards the doctrine of economic self-sufficiency. We have been
a free-trade country in the past , and
we must remain so. "

President H euss In London

Daily Mail (Conservative, London,
England). ' "This is the first time
since 1909 that a German head-ofstate has visited the United Kingdom. It is about time. If , enmity
were to survive all wars , Britain
would have diplomatic relations -with
hardly a single European nation. "

Harold B. Berdeen

Trading Post, Inc.

¦

by Betty Lou Nyman
Hi everyone ! All set for a great
weekend ? Looking over the exchange newspapers this week, I see'
that we aren 't alone in our festivities. Many schools have had their
weekends , are having them this
week or are still in the midst of
planning.
At the University of Massachusetts, Homecoming was last week and
a grand success. On Friday night
they had a float parade, rally and
boniire. In : the parade were about
35 floats fromu all the dormitories ,
fraternities , and sororities, majorettes , march band, and the cheerleaders. At the end of the parade
was a hearse carrying a large coffin
signifying UConn which was carried
to the bonfire and burned. Unfortunately for Mass. the tables were
turned at the game, however.
A parade was the highlight of the
Indiana Homecoming. The theme
was a "Parade of Holidays" and
some of the most obscure holidays
represented were Ground Hog Day
and Alaskan Day. The ROTO color
guard also marched and the cheerleaders , hand and freshmen followed
up the rear. Other highlights of the
weekend were the all-college dance
and open houses.
Other interesting items from
other colleges include news of the
University of Ohio's new social
honor system for women. For every
minute a girl is late on night she

!
I

' Job , N ovelty & Social Printing
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Telephone TR 3-3434
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Waterville

WAR SURPLUS AND
SPORTING GOODS
71-73 Temple Street
Waterville , Maine

Gampus Clipping s Six New Members Pres. Bixler Gives
Are Initiated Into Ina ugural Address
PSI bn Oct. 16th For Doctor -Elliot
Phi Sigma Iota , the national romance language honorary society,
initiated six new members on Oct.
16. The speaker at the first of the
monthly meetings was Mile. Elizabeth Nizan. A native of Paris , Mile.
Nizan has recently been a campus
visitor and lecturer.
This association was established
at Colby about 30 years ago and was
reactivated in 1951. Its purpose is
to recognize the scholastic standing
of the whole college progra m and
especially in the romance languages.
Newly installed members of Omicron , Colby's chapter, are : Pat
Black , Barbara Churchill , Blandine
McLaughlin, Linda Julia , Charlotte
Purnell , and Ij orrie Waugh. Already members are Sue Fetherston,
Erla Cleaves, Peggy Lippincott,
Anne Fuller , Melba Metcalf , and
Barbara Sondern.

President Bixler delivered the inaugeration address for 2>r. Lloyd H.
Elliot , the new president of the University of Maine at Orono this morning at 10 o'clock. The ceremony took
place at an assembly which was attended by the entire student body.
Dr. Elliot , tho ninth president of
the university, succeeds Arthur
Hauck in this capacity. A native
of Clay County, W. Va., he received
his B.A. degree from Glenvill State
College, lu's M.A. degree from West
Virginia University , and his Ph.D.
in education from the University of
Colorado.
He served oa the Cornell University faculty from 1948 until the
present and was the executive assistant to the president of Cornell.
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must come in five minutes earl y the
next night. And good news for the
guys ; Danish students go almost
100% Dutch on dates.
Parking prohlems at an Ohio
state University were solved by a
sign reading, "Cars parked illegally
in this lot will be disassembled. " It
worked !
Have fun this weekend. Make it
the best ever !
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There's something about our prompt, friendly
competent service that puts motorists in good
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Munsingwear's "grand-slam" sport shirt comes iii a variety of
colors. It's a soft blend of 80% Dupont Orion and 20% fine
worsted wool. Planned for year round comfort.
This sport shirt is machine washable and requires no
ironing. Guaranteed not to stretch or shrink out of fit. ©7 QC
Sizes : s, m, 1, xl.
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Bowdoin Is Colby's 1st
State Series Opponent
Tomorrow,, at 1:30 p.m., the Bowdoin Polar Bears invade Seavems
Field to tangl e wit h t he Colby- White Mules as the annual State

Series gets under way. Bowdoin is once again hindered by la ck of i
depth and experience. According to Coach Adam Walsh, his team
will have to xely heavily on front line players. He feels his squad is
greatl y impro-ved over last year's team, but he is concerned with the
defense which thus far has been woefu lly weak , having . . allowed 140 Charlie Heull and Carl Smith are
the leading candidates for center.
points in its last four games.
The Polar Bears have yet to showThe best pa-rt of the Polar Bear much on offense ; however, last week
squad is the backfield. John Con- they exploded against a powerful
don and Geoige Entin share the Williams team, and scored 28 points
qu arter b ack dut ies , with Condon ex- in a losing cause — the most scored
pected to get the nod in tomorrow's by a Bowdoin team in the las t f our
contest. Captain Gene Waters will years.
be at fullback with Bob Hawkes and
Both teams lack capab le reser ves
Jack Cummings probably opening at and will go with their first stringers
the halfback positions. Cummings most of the way. jBoth, h aving
incidently, is a d rop k icking spec i al- abo ve average p ass ing att ack s , will
ist and he gives the Bowdoin an probably go to the air frequently
extra threat on conversions.
and a high scoring thriller is anticiThe ends , Jim Carnathan and Al pated.
Merritt , are li.ght but fast and they
On paper th.e White Mules would
will be on th e receiving end of m os t appear to be tbe favorite. However,
Co-captain and startin g Co l by halfback , Bob Auriemma, starting around left end\on his first period of the Polar Bear passes . The tackle
one only has to look back on last
touchdown run. This six pointer , started off the game scoring. Mike Farre n is leading him with a f ine slots will be filled by senior Dick year 's thrilling 16-13 victory by
_
off ensive block.
lAdams and either Dave Cole or Colby to see tbat past records mean
Gerry Haviland. Joe Carvan and absolutely nothing when it comes
Don
Prince are the guards, while down to State Series time.
ATTENTION!
I

Powerful Trinty Downs
Colby Ln Rough Contest
Waterville . . . Trinity defeated Colby on October 18, 30-20, before
a large Parents Day crowd of almost 4000 people. Colby had many
chances to win, but they made too many mistakes which Trinity capitalized on. In the first period the Mules drew first blood as they
moved 42 yards for the touchdown. A key pl.ay in this duel was a
fourth down pass from Brown to Cavari which covered 15 yards. On
th e ens u ing play, Tank Auriemma
skirted left end for 10 yards and the creased it s lead as a Col by f umble
TD. Brown once again hit Cavari gave them another touchdown.
¦
with a pass , and Colby led 8-0.
Johnson scored on a 10 yard Durst
Trinity lost no time in equalizing up the middle. The outstanding lineth e game as th ey came ri ght back to man of the day , Roger Le Olerc,
score. A big play for the Bantams added the point and the score was
¦was a 21 yard pass from Ron Reopel 23-8.
to Johnson which p\it the ball on the
Colby didn 't quit, but couldn't
Colby five. John Kenney scored overcome this deficit. Mark Brown
Trinity 's first TD two plays later. passed to end Bob Burke in tlie end
J_eopel hit Bob Smith with a pass to zone for Colby 's second TD. An attie the score 8-8.
tempted pass for the extra points
In th e second period Trinity was knocked down. Trinity didn 't
moved for its second score o>f the waste much time getting these six
day on the fine running of Kenney points back. Hard running by Johnand Wyckoff , and Deopel's passing. son and Kenney brought the hall to
The scoring play came as Reopel th© Colby one, and Reopel went over
rolled out to his right and hit end from there. Le Clerc's placement
3>anny Hoag with a pass in tho end was good.
zone. The play was good for 12 Colby 's final score was set up by a
yards. Johnson rushed the point 33 yard pass from George ltoden to
after, and Trinity led 16-8 at the Pete Cavari. ltoden then went over
half.
from tho one. Colby 's attempt for
In the third period Trinity in- the extra point failed .

Soccer Team Extends
Victory Streak to 31

Brunswick , Oct. 17 . . . A very potent Colby soccer club outplayed
a Bowdoin contingent here today, winning 3-0. It was the third
strai ght win this year for the Mules and the 31st consecutive in five
y ears. The game was Bowdoin's first as a formal varsity intercolleg iate team. Colby, althoug h having p layed informal soccer for a longer
time than the Polar Bears, ar c still f ormally unrecognized. The game
•was played under almost ideal conditions on a perfect playing field Stove Chase and Vollmor hit tho
¦with a negligible wind. Tho game goalio at tho same tine ho grabbed
opened with Colby driving toward the ball and knocked liim backwards
tho Bowdoin goal time and time into tho nets for tho score.
again. Tho ball was constantly in
Tho third and final tally camo at
tho Mulo offensive _ono , hardly evor 6,43 of tho fourth quarter when
getting far to tho other side of mid- Chaso blasted ono into tho corner.
Held. Tho 22 minute quarter ended Don Burgess and John Clark played
with neither team scoring, but with vary well on defense.
Colby clearly tho offensive leader.
The Mulo biiakfiold played particAt 3.32 of the socond period , John ularly well , clearing kick after kick
Vollmor took a pass from Kai whenever Bowdoin could muster up
Jtojanavongso aud hooked a pass its offense. Tho Polar Boar forinto tho right top comor of tho nets, wards did not havo tho accurate
Colby threatened several moro times passing and sharp shots necessary
during tho period but woro unable to drill it by Mulo goaloo Bruco
to cliok and tho half ended with tho young. However, neither could , tho
ficoro 1-0,
Colby forward wall manage to click
With 11 minutes remaining in tho on thoir scoring plays. Both tlio forthird quartw , Vollmor shot from 10 ward wall and baokfiold played well ,
yard s out and tho goalio blocked it. but tho Bcorinc just camo hard,

BUSSES TO MAINE
\
Anyone interested'in traveling

| by bus to Maine next week can i
buy their tickets in the Spa dur- 1
> ing the middle of the coming '
week , October 27 to 30. There i
will be cheerleaders selling bus \
tickets at $1.00 per person for a ;
round trip ticket between Water - i
ville and Orono.
]

Fresh Mules Sain
3rd Straight Win

October 17 . . . Today a fast and
hard hitting , Colby Freshman . football team defeated an equally good
fres h man t eam from th e U ni ver sity
of Maine. The game proved to be a
comp let el y offe n sive con tes t between
two equally equipped teams. The
victory was the third straight for
the powerful Baby Mules who have
defeated Brewster and M.C.I.
Speed in the Colby backfield
proved to be the important factor
leading to their victory as halfback
Bruce Kingdon and fullback Herm
Smith each scored two touchdowns.
Halfback Ken Bee, who relieved
quarterback Uonnie Conn who was
injured in the first period , and substitute fullback Ron .Turecki accounted for the Mules' other two
touchdowns.
The game was an equally fought
contest until the end of tho fourth
quarter when Colby scored two
touchdowns in tho last minutes of
play. The score was 28-26 for Colby
midway through tho period when
tho Mules quickly changed the
course of the game. With Bee effectively using hiti lateral pass and
Smith and Kingdon running, Colby
scored two moro touchdowns to make
tho final score 40-26.
Tho longest run. of the game was
a 60 yard touchdown sprint by the
Mules Kingdon in the third period.
The aggressive frosh team has ono
remaining contest witli Bridgeton on
Friday in which to show their
power.

Coach Represents
Maine for U.P.I.

Coach Bob Clifford was recently
appointed representative of tho State
of Maino to tho collego division of
tho UPI Rating Board. Every state
in tho United States has a representative to th© United Proas International, a news agonoy that rates
oollogo footbal l teams. Tho teams
aro given from ton points to ono for
first to tenth places, respectively,
Tho appointment was announced
by Loo II. Peterson , UPI sports
editor.

Mark Brown coming in to stop Trinity f allback,J ohnson, in his bid
f or yardage . Mike Farren has just made the tackle. Farren and
Brown starred on both offense

and defense in the 30 to 20 Trinity

victory.

Undef eate d Soccer Club
Host To Bowd oi n Bears
The Mule Varsity Soccer Club .will face a revenge-seeking Bowdoin eleven here at 3 o'clock tocfay. It will be the first home game for
the Mules, after a highl y successful away swing. The Mules handed
Lowell, Bates-, and Bowdoin , straight defeats and a large turnout is
expected to see the most successful
team will be led by Captains John
junio rs. ICaiilfcojanavo-igso, tho only
senior on tho club, will hold down
tho insido loft position. Jock
Knowlos is the other junior oh tho
forward lino "with Vollmor. Stovo
Chaso and Scott Braokott aro tho
two sophomores on tho lino. Don
Burgess, Bruco Young, and John
Clark are thb juniors besides "Proodman in tho backfield . phftrliPottoo is a sophomore, while- "Pick
SohmaltK , a froahman , is eligible to
play since tho team is not officially
varsity.

team in Colby's sports annals. The
Vollmer and Don Freedmaa , both
.

. .

I

,ii,

'.

Tho first team i's very woll "hacked
up by frosh standouts Phil Janos,
Fred Morrill , and Ralph. JonSon.
Bowdoin's center halfback , Sandquist, anoh_ri_ig tho defense, will
make scoring 'ftrioro difficult for tho
Mulos than in "'last, wook's contest.
Tho Polar Boars 'have undoubtedly
sharpened botji thoir scoring power
and thei r defensive strength. Nonetheless , Colby has improved a good
doal in tho last wool; and tho contest will bo fairly ovon.

Go M u l e s - Beat B o w d o i n !
Coaches Clifford and Simpson

1(958 Vars ity Football S quad

Co-captains Auriemma and Connors
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"WHAT TIME D OES
THE SPA OPEN?"
by Debbie Berry

Work ? In the libe? Why go at all ?
Forget to sign-out in your hall.
Break your ankle getting there
Take only books which you can
share.
Take the wrong books. Don't
take any.
For the Spa bring just a penny.
Find the place too crowded'for you.
Find it much too empty to do . . .
End up at an all girl table.

PROCHASTINATE !

"Sou should be able.
Your fountai n pen's run but of ink.
Get «p! Go downstairs for a drink I
Break your pencil — you have
no more.
Drop all your books upon the floor
Shuffle around. Make lots of noise
You'll be noticed by the boys.
Count the number of people here.
Those studying are less , I fear.
Count those you already know.
Count those you'd like to have
in tow.
Play with your ball-point.
Click its spring.
Wind your watch and take off
your ring.
Rattle those pages. Head the Post
Noise of all kinds, produce the most
Clean your nails. They might
be dirty .
Hallelujah ! It' s 10 :301

Sign Up Tues,. For
C.O.C. Canoe Tri p
To Wakmak i

Free lance paddling will be the
main attraction of a three-day canoe
trip sponsored by the Outing Club.
Camp Wabunaki in the Sebago
region will be invaded by about 40
Colby Outing Club members on
Friday, October 31, through Sunday, November 2. Individual cars ,
leaving the campus Friday afternoon , will transport the members to
the main lodge.
. Skip Tolette , '59, president of the
Outin g Club, announced that experience is not a necessity, as each
individual canoe will travel at its
own pace.
The plans for the evenings include
square dancing, ping pong, singing
around the large firep lace and a
Saturday evening steak dinner.
The cost for the week-end will he
$4. Any members interested in tlie
canoe trip will have the opportunity
to sign up outside the Spa on Tuesday morning at 7 :30.

Nancy Gould , who will represent
Delta Upsilon , comes from Essex,
Conn. Nancy also spent the summ e)
in Europe and likes to travel. Slie
is also interested in sailing and is
thinking about majoring in biology
to go into biological research !
Tan Delta Phi has chosen Marijane Eaton to be their candidate.
HOMECOMING QUEEN
Marijane lives in Sanford , Maine ,
Continued from Page Three
and -wants to major in math and belikes being with people and may come a high school teacher.
major in sociology. Pris is the canOlive Pingree , from Georgetown ,
didate for Sigma Theta Psi.
Mass... will be the . Lambda Chi

SUPER SHIRT
'

;

BACHELOR
BUNDLE SERVICE

;
'

>

Beauty Counselors

HARDWARE

UNIQUE SERVICE
For A Personal Interview Call
BEAUTY COUNSELOR
ZONE MANAGER
BERNADETTE AY OOB
TR 2-7283

HOUSEWARES

>

APPLIANCES

- y\,
"L?>

FOUR AMENDMENTS
. Continued from Page Three
(At present one member must be
from the sophomore repres-ntatioa
on the Student Government.)
3. In an election of an independent representative to Student Government, the necessary percentage
of men voters shall be 50 per cent.
(Under the former provision this was
75 per cent.)
4. In the event that there is a
duplieation of membership on Student (an individual is elected to two
offices having a vote on the council),
he shall be the voting member for
the first group he was chosen to
head. The second Organization shall
then be represented on the council
by the second highest office within
S7
this organization.
V

T I R I N G & TIRESOME
Continued from Page Four
Until we find it , though , we can
take comfort in the truism that
human corruption is nothing original
with us. The Hebrew prophets took
a dim view of their society. So have
sensitive thinkers throughout the
span of human history. Let us not
condemn criticism. Self-criticism especially is an essential part of greatness. The trick is to learn how to
be humble about ourselves and howto be appreciative of others. Like
Emerson , we can find something in
every man that makes him superior.
We are all able to complain , to condemn and.to criticize. Let us learn
also to be patient , for sin and corruption do not disappear overnight.
It is tiring and tiresome always to
be tired.
EDITORIALS
Continued from Page Four
Whatever the decision may be , we
are confident it will be arrived at
only after all aspects of the situation
are carefully weighed and the most
thoughful considerati on is given to
the matter. The president and his
associates are faced with a decision
the enormity of whose complexities
cannot be overemphasized. They are
working in the very best interests
of Jhe students to p rovide a mature ,
responsible environment and attitude. We must realize that the college has grown and will continue to
do so in the fact of this decision and
many more of an even graver nature .
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Each Homecoming bid entitles !
one couple to admission to the J
following : the j azz concert and J
dance tonight, the football game !
with Bowdoin tomorrow after- j
noon , and the i.F.C.-PanheEl J
brunch on Sunday morning.
j
\

LETTER TO EDITOR
Continued from Page Four
you sincerely feel ypju want this relationship, if you feel you can enrich this bond , and if you feel this
bond in turn will enrich your life ,
you are justified in considering sorority. This feeling, though , can
cause a highly emotional conflict if
you cannot objectively answer "yes"
to the above five questions. Important as friendship is, you must be
willing to give your full support ,
your time, your ideas , and your good
nature if you accept a sorority, bid.
I urge you to be truthful with
yourself. You can only harm a sorority and hurt its members and
yourself if you are not genuinely
sincere when, you make your final
decision.
Carol Stearns
i
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AMERICAN and FOREIGN
CAR SERVICE

j

T I R E S , BA TTE R IES ,
and ACCESSORIES

\
!

White, Suck or Dirty Buck
dost Valuo Evor Offered
$0.95
FLORSHEIMS

from $18.05 up
Old Maine Trotter
LOAFERS - S10.0S
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40 Main St., Watorvillo
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Discount Store
Maine 's Lar gest

'
<

J

Giguere's Barber Shop ;
and Beauty Parlor j
Tol. TR 2-0021
J
146 Main Stroot
!
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AL COREY 'S MUSIC CENTER

SELECTION , COME DO WN TO
...
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GRAD SCHOOL EXAMS
Continued from Page Five
ing should provide sufficient general
knowledge to deal adequately with
the test, questions.
Students who plan to attend
graduate school and who are required to take one of these tests may
obtain information in Dean Stridor's
office. Booklets containing application form s and sample questions are
available for each of the different
tests.
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(Overnight books may be taken \
put before 5 *00 p.m. Friday !
and will be due on Sunday at !

! GA S

Why spend" date money sending
shirts home? Just wash and dripdry these Arrow cotton wash-andwears and you're ready to go.
Only Arrow offers so wide a
range: your favorite styles of collars and cuffs in oxford and broadcloth, in white, solids and patterns.
And every shirt features exelusive Arrow Mitoga®-tailoring.

<

\(
Friday - Closed after 5 :00 p.m. <
Saturday - Open 8:30 a.m. to<
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Arrow cott on
Wash-and -Wears
earn th eir way
throu gh college '
•Tun--

| A R E YOU A W A R E OF THE
1
MONEY MAKING
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE TO YOU
THROUGH

WESTINGHOUSE

Telephone TR 2-5461

»

EVENTS SCHEDULED
Continued from Page Three
ternities will hold fizzles for all students. The houses have contacted
different jazz bands and welcome all
freshmen and upperclassmen from H
until 5 p.m.

COMPANY

74A ELM STREET

%

" STALAG 17"
Continued from Page Three
HofFmau ; publicity by Penny Dean
and Jan Haskins ; and make-up will
be applied under the direction of
Harriet Lunt. Pat Sturges heads
the house committee, Art Moore arranges the sound , Ann Kimball and
Liz Chamberlain are responsible for
the props , and Vince Castagnacci is
painting the set. The construction
of the barracks is under the direction of Jerry Guiles , president of
Powder and Wig, along with Art
Moore and Gordon Prud'hommeaux.
The business manager is Phil Tirrabassi and the entire production is
under the management of Brad
Sherman with Andy Blodgett and
Sue Maher.

; | ROLLINS-DUNHAM I

LAUNDRY
Dry Cleaners

> •>

Alpha candidate. Olive likes sports
of all Mnds and dancing. She is a
freshman cheerleader.
Zeta Psi has picked Brenda
Phillips from Melrose, Mass. to he
their candidate. Brenda is interested in music. She is a new member of the Colbyettes , a member of
Glee Club and the Concert Choir.
Brenda plans to major in French
and teach.
Dawne Christie from Bethel ,
Maine will represent Kappa Delta
Rho. Dawne also likes music. Sh«
plays the organ and the piano. She
is a member of the Modern Dance
Club and wants to be a Frenci
major.
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LARGEST RECORD SELECTI ON IN
•CENTRAL MAINE
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MISS DEBBIE DUCK
Continued from Page Six
thenr alone, they'd dp the same for
me, but then, I've always been a
dreamer.
"Look at the duck ! What's he
doing here?!"
I groaned — and made a mental
bet with myself that someone would
soon try to feed me. I've often
wondered about this almost reflexive
action on the part of most humans
whenever they see an animal. I'm
not complaining, it's a good racket.
I waited. A cracker landed in front
of me. I ate it. Another one flew
through the air and I limped toward
it.
"Ooooh, the poor thing is hurt ."
The cracker barrage increased and
I was hard put to keep up with
them. Then I saw a man in a blue
uniform . It was a different shade
of blue than was so common in the
pond last May and June , but I was
still suspicious. Blue Uniform had
a large box . . . . I was innocently
gobbling my sixth cracker when the
box descended. Still agile, though
wounded, I squawked indignantly,
shifted into high, and he missed me.
Seventh cracker in bill , I went toward tbe front • of Mary Low. By
this time, Blue Uniform had Help.
Help had , of all degrading things,
a fish net. I was searching for a
cracker I had missed when it happened ! The, net descended and I
was~ caxight.
"Unfortunately, freedom's song
By a duck cannot be sung for long. "

should happen in most cases. This
committee is at present trying to
present varied programs which will
receive enough attendance to make
better services available. The committee -feels that in this way the
spiritual needs of the campus are being met more effectively than under
the "traditional" system. The whole
group wislies to make known that
their work is subject to change and
suggestion at the request of the student body. Meanwhile, it is hoped
that the support of the present program will make it possible to continue chapel services another semester.
S C I E N C E D EPA RTM ENT

(Jontinued rrom rage six
ment there. Mr. Storer has been
tinkering in a number of different
fields of biology. He works in parasitology and the more experimental
field of physiology. He has also
tackled a couple of problems involving microscopic anatomy. He is now
teaching for experience and hopes to
University, of Nebraska in another
receive his doctor 's degree from the
year. His future plans include
teaching and research.
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Wednesday and Thursda y
" B OLSHAI BALLET "
Friday & Saturday — Doubj e Feature
" THE FIEND THAT WALKED THE WEST"
& "DESERT HELL "

you'd miss the whole idea of a bell

:

Service and

A ci garette is to smoke
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OPEN DAY and NIGHT
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Sunday - Thu rsday
—
Double Feature
" WOLF LARSEN"
— "L ITTLEST HOBO ."
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When it comes to flavor

Friday - Sunday
v . .|J „ ..
and
" MAU-MAU"
|
j
j
" GIRL IN
BLACK STOCKINGS"
J
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Monday
In Person
Skeeter Bonn ' s Town
& Country Time
&. " THE BEAST OF
HALLOW MT. "

J
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H Now that you've got yourself
M into college, let safe, hand y
H NoDoz tablets help you get out.
H Harmless NoDoz hel ps you
H keep alert through long, late
R cramming sessions ... keeps
9 you on your toes during exams.
B NoDoz tablets are safe as coffee
¦
and much more convenient.

Easy Terms - TR 2-7338
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school the people in the science (
partment don't have much cont:
with those in other departnien
In this situation things are apt
become too specialized.
He "thinks that students should
least be exposed to biology, in ore
to know something ab out all of i
organisms upon which their lives (
perid , as . well as the processes
their own bodies.

" A bell is -to rin g 1
^^^^^
>^&^r ' but without the clapper,

•

Waterville

:

liberal arts school where the students don 't ~b e c o m e "rubberstamped." At Colby he believes
that students keep their individuality. Larger schools may be good for
the specific field that you are connected with. The student-faculty
relationships at Colby are much
more informal, which he feels is better. The students have more opportunity to ask questions. In a larger
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"AROUND THE WORLD
IN 80 DAYS"
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VESPERS
Continued from Page Six
were more than willing that this

ii

He enjoys outdoor sports snch as
hunting and fishing, and is tempted
by hi-fi. While in the Navy he
spent time in the Pacific and Japan ,
as well as in Europe. Japan is his
second home.
Mr. Storer made a few comparisons between Colby and a large university. Out in the northwest Colby
is well-known and has a good reputation. He is in fa^*>r of a small
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Up front in Winsto n is

I FILTER BLEND
That 's w hy

WINSTO N TASTES GOOD ,

like a cigarette should!
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